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Limit Distribution for the Existence of Hamiltonian Cycles 
in Random Bipartite Graphs 
A. M. FRIEZE 
A random bipartite graph D with 2n vertices is generated by allowing each of the n2 possible 
edges to occur with probability p = (log n + log log n + en )/ n. 
We show that 




Komlos and Szemeredi [2] showed that if the edges of a random labelled graph G( n, p) 
on n vertices are drawn independently with probability p = Pn = (log n + log log n + en )/ n 
and HAM denotes the event that G( n, p) has a Hamiltonian cycle, then 
{
O, 




= lim P(D2) 
n->OO 
where D2 is the necessary event that each vertex of G( n, p) has degree at least 2. 
Independently Korsunov [3] proved the same result for en ~ +00. 
This tightened Posa's result [5] that p = a log n/ n for a sufficiently large is enough to 
ensure that G( n, p) is almost surely Hamiltonian. 
An elegant result of McDiarmid [4] shows that if D(n, p) is a random vertex labelled 
digraph with n vertices in which each arc is drawn independently with probability p then 
P( D( n, p) is Hamiltonian) ;;;. P( G( n, p) is Hamiltonian) (1.2) 
from which one can, for example, show that D(n, p) is almost surely Hamiltonian if 
en ~ +00 above. 
In this paper we look at random vertex labelled bipartite graphs B( n, p) in which there 
are 2n vertices partitioned into 2 sets VI and V2 of size n and in which the edges are 
drawn independently with probability p. It is very pleasing, though perhaps not surprising, 
that a result similar to (1.1) can be proved. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
For ease of reference we next list some notation and define some events needed later. 
NOTATION. Let G be a graph. V( G), B( G) denote the vertex and edge sets of G, 
respectively. 
For Sc;;, V(G), doeS) = I{w t S: (v, w) E B(G) for some VE SH andforvE V, do(v) = the 
degree of v in G. 
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A path P of G has no repeated edges, distinct endpoints and I(P) edges. A cycle C 
has l( C) edges. 
L( G) = max(l(P): P is a path of G) 
We will be concerned with a bipartite graph BG with vertex partition Vi> V2 where 
n = I VII = I V21 always. 
We assume that the vertices in VI are painted black and that the vertices in V2 are 
painted white. Terms like black sets, white sets and unichromatic sets have their obvious 
meaning. 
The following lemma describes some properties of BG that hold almost surely. 
LEMMA 1. Assume log log n + Cn ~ 00. Let a vertex be small if dBd v) ,,;;; log n /10 and 
large otherwise. 
The following hold almost surely: 
(a) 
(i) n log n,,;;; IE(BG)I,,;;; 2n log n, 
(ii) dBdv)";;;410g n for all v E VI U V2 , 
(iii) BG contains fewer than n l / 2 small vertices. 
(b) Let Fc;;. E(BG), be such that no small vertex is incident with an edge of F and no 
large vertex is incident with more than log n/200 edges of F. Then 
(iv) H = (VI U V2 , E(BG) - F) is connected, 
(v) dH(S)~2ISI-nl for all unichromatic S, 1,,;;;ISI,,;;;2n/5 where nl = 
I{VE Vlu V2:dBo(v),,;;;I}1. 
PROOF (OUTLINE). (a) can be proved by routine calculation and (b) follows easily 
once one has established properties analogous to Section 1 of Komlos and Szemeredi [2]. 
Let N denote the set of BG satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1. 
We now define the following events: 
BGE D2 if and only if dBdv) ~ 2, for all v E V. 
BG E LC if and only if a longest cycle of BG has as many vertices as a longest path of BG. 
BGE ODD if and only if L(BG) is odd. 
BGE EVEN if and only if L(BG) is even. 
BG E HAM if and only if BG contains a Hamiltonian cycle. 
We now give some lemmas, whose proofs are either omitted or left until after the proof 
of the main theorem. 
In the following lemmas, the probability of an edge being included in BG is p = 




lim P(BGED2)= e-2e- C , 
n->OO 
1, 
PROOF. Use inclusion-exclusion as in Erdos and Renyi [1]. 
LEMMA 3. 
lim P(BG E N n D2 n LC) = 0, if log log n + Cn ~ +00. 
n->OO 
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PROOF. Given later. 




lim P(BGE HAM) = e-2e - C , 
n-+oo 
1, 
PROOF. We first note that the probabilities in Lemma 2 are obviously upper bounds 
for the probability of BG being Hamiltonian. We can therefore assume cn .,+ -<X). On the 
other hand LC n N n 02 s;; HAM because 
(1) BG E N n 02 implies that BG is connected. (put F = 0 and nl = ° in Lemma 1 (b)). 
(2) Any connected subgraph in LC is Hamiltonian, for if a longest cycle C of BG was 
not a Hamiltonian cycle then we could derive a longer path from the fact that C is 
connected to the rest of the graph. 
The rest then follows easily from Lemmas 1, 2, 3: 
P(BG E HAM) ~ P(BG E LC n N n 02), 
= P(BGE N n 02) - 0(1), 
= P(BGE 02)- 0(1), 
Now use Lemma 2. 
by the above, 
by Lemma 3, 
by Lemma 1. 
We tum now to the proof of Lemma 3. We first give a form of a result of Posa on the 
endpoints of a set of longest paths in a graph that has been known to T. I. Fenner and 
the author for some time, but has not, as yet, found any application. 
Let P = (vo, VI"'" vd be a longest path in a graph G. Then if (Vk> v,) E E( G) where 
t < k -1 then we find that P' = (vo, Vt. ... , V" Vk, Vk-t. ... , Vt+l) is also a longest path. 
We say that P' is obtained from P by a flip. There may be several ways of flipping P 
and we can obviously generate many longest paths by sequences of flips. 
Starting with Po = P above we derive a sequence of longest paths Po, PI, P2 , ••• all with 
Vo as one endpoint. The other endpoint Wi of Pi is the one distinct from Vo. At any stage 
of our procedure we will have produced a sequence U m = (Po, Pt. P2 , ••• , Pm), the first 
s of which will have been scanned. Initially we have 0'0 = (Po) with Po unscanned. In 
general we take the first unscanned path Ps+ I ; if, however, s = m we terminate this process. 
Let Qt. Q2,"" Qr be the paths that can be generated from Ps+ I by flipping. We add to 
the sequence U m any path whose other endpoint is nota member of Wm = {wo, Wt. ... , wm }. 
Let ENO( vo) = Wm when we terminate, which must happen eventually as Wm cannot 
grow indefinitely. 
LEMMA 4. Let V, be a vertex of P, Vt t. ENO( vo) and suppose that there exists W E ENO( vo) 
such that (v" w) E E( G). 
Then {Vt-h Vt+l} n ENO( vo) ;c 0 (assume V-I = VI)' 
PROOF. Let s=min(r: (w" vt)EE(G)). If wst.{vt- h Vt+l} then clearly {Vt-h vt+l}n 
W. = 0. But this means that the edge (w" v,) can be used to flip Ps • But the neighbour(s) 
of Vt on Ps must be Vt- h Vt+l. For if not, the sequence of flips used to obtain p. must 
have deleted one of the edges (Vt-h v,), (v" Vt-I)' But when an edge is deleted one of its 
vertices becomes an endpoint. Thus in this case one of Vt- h V" Vt+1 has already been an 
endpoint. The lemma follows from this contradiction. 
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COROLLARY. 
da(END( vo» < 2IEND( vo)1 
Now for any v E END(vo) there is a longest path of G with v as an endpoint. We may 
cl~!lrly carry out the same construction keeping v as a fixed endpoint, thus creating a set 
END( v) of other endpoints to v. 
In summary, we create a set END = {vo} u END( vo) such that for each v E END there 
is a set END( v) satisfying 
da(END(v» <2IEND(v)1 (2.la) 
If v E END and WE END(v) then v and ware the endpoints of some longest path (2.lb) 
In the next lemma we have a bipartite graph BG E EVEN. Let END etc. be as above. 
For v E END let cf>( v) be the vertex adjacent to v on all of the paths produced during 
the construction of END( v). The definition of flip and the fact that these longest paths 
have an even number of edges justifies this definition. 
LEMMA 5. If X = cf>(END) then XEX implies 1cf>-I(X)I~2 and hence IXI~IENDI/2. 
PROOF. Let P be the original longest path used to start our construction. Let v E END 
and x = <1>( v). Our result will follow if we show that v and x are adjacent on P. If v = Vo 
then (vo, x) is a terminal edge of P. If v y!:. Vo let Q = (vo, ... , x, v) be the first path generated 
that has v as an endpoint. If (x, v) is not an edge of P then (x, v) was added during a 
previous flip. But then one out of x and v was already an endpoint at this stage. Since 
I(P) is even, all vertices in END are the same colour as vo, which implies xeEND(vo) 
and hence that v has already been an endpoint-contradiction. Thus (x, v) is an edge of 
P and our result follows. 
The arguments used in previous work depend on showing that END is large and that 
for each v E END, END( v) is large and that there are enough edges to ensure that with 
high probability there is an edge of the form (v, w) where WE END(v). However in the 
bipartite case if L(BG) is even then obviously this cannot be done. Overcoming this 
difficulty is the main problem solved in this paper. In fact it suffices to prove 
LEMMA 6. 
lim P(BG E EVEN n D2 n N) = O. 
n-+OO 
PROOF. Let P2 = a/ (n log n) where a = 305 (it is preferable to carry a around in 
formulae so that one can easily see later why a particular value was chosen) and let 
PI=(p-2p2+P~)/(1-P2)2. We generate the edges of BG as follows: Eb is a random 
subset of VI x V2 where e E VI x V2 is independently included in Eb with probability PI 
and excluded with probability 1-PI; Eg is a random subset of VI x V2 - Eb with inclusion 
probability P2; Ey is a random subset of VI x V2 - (Eb U Eg) with inclusion probability P2. 
E (BG) = Eb u Eg u Ey. Eb, Eg, Ey are referred to as blue, green and yellow edges 
respectively. BGb is the graph (VI u V2, Eb). 
One can easily confirm that the edge probability of BG is P as required. 
Such a colouring of BG is said to be good and BG is said to be well-coloured if 
L(BGb ) = L(BG). 
every small vertex of BG is incident with blue edges only. 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
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no large vertex has more than log n/200 incident edges that are coloured 
green or yellow. (2.2c) 
Let GOOD denote the event that the colouring chosen is good. The crux of the proof 
is the following pair of inequalities which hold for large n: 
P(GOODIBGE N nD2nEVEN);;;' (1- (l0:a
n
)2)n. 
P«BGE N n D2n EVEN) n GOOD)"';; e-a2n/7610g2 n. 
It follows immediately from (2.5) and (2.6) that 
P(BGEEVENnD2nN)"';;(I- 3a )-n e-a2/761og2n (log n)2 
for large n. The lemma follows immediately. 
PROOF OF 2.3. We shall prove the stronger result that for any BGoE N. 
P(GOODIBG= BGo);;;' (1 (l0~an)2) n 




Let P be any longest path of BGo. Routine calculations show that the r.h.s. of (2.5) is 
a lower bound for the probability that the edges of P are blue and (2.2b), (2.2c) hold. 
PROOF OF 2.4. We first note that condition (2.2b) and (2.2c) of a good colouring 
ensure via Lemma 1 that if BG E N n 02 is well-coloured then for large n, H = BGb satisfies 
Sr;;. V, S unichromatic and ISI",;;2n/5 implies dH(S);;;'2ISI. 
H is connected. 
Let us now write 
P(GOOOn(BGE N nD2nEVEN» 
(2.6a) 
(2.6b) 
= L P(GOOOn(BGE N n02nEVEN)IBGb = H)P(BGb = H), (2.7) 
Hen 
where fl is the set of graphs with n vertices which can be derived from a graph in 
N n 02 n EVEN by deleting edges. 
Now let H be fixed member of fl. We will show that for large n 
PH = P(GOOOn (BGE N n02n EVEN)IBGb = H)",;; e-a2n/761og2 n (2.8) 
from which (2.4) follows, on using (2.7). 
We next describe the probability PH in the following way: given HE fl, let BG be 
obtained by adding random edges X = Eg u Ey to H. Then 
PH = P«a) BGE N n02nEVEN, 
(b) L(H) = L(BG), 
(c) (2.2b) and (2.2c) hold). 
Now clearly PH = 0 if H ~ EVEN, using conditions (a) and (b), and by the above, PH = 0 
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also if H does not satisfy (2.6). So assume now that HE EVEN and H satisfies (2.6). Let 
QH = P(L(H) = L(BG» 
Clearly PH ~ QH and we shall show that 
(2.9) 
from which (2.8) and the lemma follows. 
Now instead of adding X to H all at once, we add random edges Bg to H to create 
a graph Htl and then add further random edges to Htl to create BG. 
Let OUT = {v: thefl;~ exists a longest path P of Htl such that (i) v is not 
a vertex of P, (ii) the endpoints of P are both coloured 
differently to v} 
We show next that 
P«IOUTI < an/30 log n) n (L(HtI) = L(H»~e-an/12010gn 
P«L(BG) = L(H» n (lOUTI ~ an/30 log n» ~ e-a2n/75log2 n. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Since L(BG) = L(H) implies L(HtI) = L(H) we deduce from this pair of inequalities that 
P(L(BG) = L(H» ~ e-an/120Iog n +e-a2n/7510g2 n 
which implies (2.9) for large n. 
PROOF OF (2.10). Let P be a longest path of H and let END, END(v) for v E END 
and the function <P be as defined in Lemmas 4 and 5. As (2.6) holds we know from (2.1a) 
that IENDI ~ 2n/5 and further from Lemma 5 that IXI ~ n/5 where X = <P(END). 
For XEX let FIN(x)=UvE4>-'(x)END(v) and let A(x) be the event: there exists 
WE FIN(x) such that (x, w) E B(HtI). The important point to note is that if A(x) occurs 
and L(HtI) = L(H) then <P-1(x) ~ OUT. To see this, suppose x E X, Y E <P-I(x) and 
L(HtI) = L(H). Let Q = (vo, Vl> ... , Vk) be a longest path of H obtained from P by a 
sequence of flips such that Vo = y, VI = x and (x, Vk) E B(HtI). As I( Q) is even, there is a 
vertex z of a different colour to y and not lying in Q. As H is connected there is a path 
R from z to some vertex VI of Q not containing any other vertex of Q. Now t,c 0 otherwise 
Q is not a longest path of Htl. If C is the cycle (VI> V2, ... , Vk. VI) let QI be the path 
obtained by deleting the edge (VI' Vt+I) of Q and let Q2 be the catenation of QI and R 
Clearly I( Q2) ~ I( Q) and so Q2 is a longest path of Htl. As Vo is not on Q2 and the endpoint 
z of Q2 is of a different colour to Vo we have VoE OUT as was to be shown. 
We show next that with high probability, A(x) occurs for a large number of x. 
Suppose first XEX and there does not exist (x, w)EB(H) with wEFIN(x). Since 
IFIN(x)I~2n/5 we find that Pr(A(x»~1-(1-p2)2n/5~a/310gn for n large. On the 
other hand for XE X with (x, w) E B(H), WE FIN(x) we have Pr(A(x» = 1. These events 
are all independent and so using IXI ~ n/5 and standard inequalities for the tails of the 
binomial distribution we have 
Pr(l{x EX: A(x) occurs}! ~ an/30 log n) ~ e -an/120 log n 
which proves (2.14). To complete the proof of our lemma it only remains now to give 
the proof of (2.11): 
PROOF OF (2.11). Assume L(HtI) = L(H). If x E OUT let P(x) denote some longest 
path of Htl not passing through x. Let B(x) denote the set of endpoints obtainable by a 
sequence of flips as in Lemma 4. Note that IB(x)1 ~ 2n/ 5 because of (2.1a) and (2.6). 
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Now L(BG) = L(H") only if none of the edges added to H" join an x E OUT to some 
Y E B(x). But the probability of this occurring is clearly no more than 
(1- P2)2an2/15010g n < e -a2 n/7510g2 n 
which proves (2.11) and completes the lemma 
The proof of our theorem can now be completed with: 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Because of Lemma 6 we need only prove 
lim P(BGE N n D2nODDn LC) = 0 
n-+OO 
(2.12) 
We use an edge colouring argument as in Lemma 6, but things are fortunately much 
simpler and much of the proof can be lifted from the previous proof. We construct BG 
as in Lemma 6, but now we can absorb By into Bg to make a blue-green graph with 
approximately twice as many green edges as before. Let BGb be as before and let a good 
colouring be as defined in (2.2). The proof of (2.5) goes through as before. 
To prove Lemma 3 we have only to prove 
P(GOODn (BGE N n D2nODDn LC»,,;;;e-an/410gn 
and then (2.12) will follow immediately. Now 
P(GOOD n (BG EN n D2 n ODD n LC» 




where fl' is the set of graphs with n vertices which can be derived from a graph in 
NnD2nODDnLC by deleting edges. Now let H be a fixed member of fl'. We will 
show that for large n 
PH = P(GOODn (BGE N n D2nODDn LC)IBGb = H) <e-an/410gn (2.15) 
from which (2.13) follows on using (2.14). 
We next describe the probability of PH in the following way: given HE fl', let BG be 
obtained from H by adding random edges Bg to H. Then 
PH=P«a) BGENnD2nODDnLC, 
(b) L(H) = L(BG), 
(c) (2.2b) and (2.2c) hold. 
Now clearly PH = 0 if He ODD and also PH = 0 if H does not satisfy (2.6). So assume 
now that HE ODD and that H satisfies (2.6). Let 
QH = P«a) L(H) = L(BG) and (b) BGE LC) ~ PH. 
Now let P be any longest path of H and let the sets END, END( v) for v E END be 
as defined in Lemma 4. As (2.6) holds we deduce that these sets are all at least 2n/5 in 
size. Now in order to have L(H) = L(BG) and BGE LC the following event must occur: 
no edge of X joins a vertex vEEND to a vertex wEEND(v). 
But the probability of this happening is less than or equal to (1- P2)2(4n2/25-2n log n) and 
the lemma follows. 
We note that McDiarmid's results apply equally well to random bipartite graphs and 
hence (1.2) is valid when D(n, p) is a random bipartite digraph. We note also that it is 
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straightforward to modify this proof to give one for (1.1). In particular we do not need 
to prove Lemma 6 in this case. 
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